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”For a Landscape Design/Build Contractor, weather is not a conundrum.
Rain happens.”
-John Gishnock III
————————————
“The Three Cs,” “communication, craft and consistency” describe Formecology,
LLCs business model. A six-time Ace Award winner stationed in Evansville, WI,
John Gishnock III and his company create landscaping with an eye towards sustainability using nature as the model.
A licensed Landscape Architect, John and Formecology’s design spirit follow that
of American Prairie landscape design pioneers, Jens
Jensen and O. C. Simonds.
"Nature has a way of managing itself,” John says.
And oftentimes, the most
functional and harmonious
projects are those which are
self-sustaining and essentially “get out of Nature’s
way.” This is “sustainable
landscaping, which is here
to stay and adaptable to any
site.”
As a general contractor and
companion landscaping business for general contractors, “we work hard to keep
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our promises.” As part of that, Formecology, LLC stands behind its long warranty
periods. Indeed, “the types of materials we use––such as natural stone––are lasting
products which last generations. So
our front-end quality work and
back-end warranty commitments
are commensurate with that.”
Openness and the knowledge of
fellow NARI members are important to John and Formecology,
LLC. Knowing that "it often takes
a community to run a business,”
John works hard to ask questions
and listen to fellow NARI Members. He also works hard to reciprocate and be available to questions
and requests for assistance from others. Such is the spirit of NARI-Madison!
Fun Facts:
John planted his first tree when he was 17 (over 25 years ago!). Backpacking, playing cards with friends, and fantasy football are among his hobbies. John modestly
adds that they have also been named Brava magazine’s Landscaper Of The Year.
And keep an eye out for their new offices and grounds, which are in the works as
we speak! (See the site plan on the next page).
———————
Our sincere thanks to John and Formecology, LLC for their time and sharing with
us!
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